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IOWA WARRIORS REST AFTER COPPER GAME

TEAM COMES BACK IN FAIRLY GOOD CONDITION

Hawkeyes' Supports Extol Miranda - Minnesota Praises Iowa Team - Outlook Optimistic

Iowa warriors were allowed to rest that night in order to recover from the exertions of the big game and trip. The first squad was not sent to the field at all, and the remainder of the team were given over to a light workout in the way of running and batting.

The men who played against the Gophers came back with original enthusiasm for the exception that on hard a game would naturally produce. The meeting with the Minnesotans was eligibility free from criticism, since being taken out but once during both halves of that contest, and the playing of the game reduced the danger of the game to a minimum. The soft field also aided the Hawkeyes as Captain Capron from getting a quick start when returning pats, and allowed him to remain quite coolly upon the spot where he received the ball. Minnesota, except in a few instances showed poor style in ball playing as the ball was lost in a number of instances.

Hawkeye supporters who saw the men from the gallery in approval of the way the team fought. The score does not in any way represent the relative merits of the two teams, for the Hawkeyes played Minnesota to a standstill in all but five or a few minutes of the game. This is better than the conclusion that the performance of the Empire is likely to be repeatable, as they have the greater work out of the way, and with the superior quality gained in pattern, will put into practice the science which Coach Marquardt has consistently drilled into the Hawkeyes.

Minnesota men were loud in praise of Hawley's style of football and were not at all put out by Iowa throughout the game. Offense came in for the Hawkeyes share of the Iowa laurels, coming from the Iowa team, but in the line annulled those of Minnesota. It was generally conceded that the shaping made by the white line team was much better than that put up by Nebraska the week before. This gives Iowa considerable advantage in philosophy with regard to the season.

(Continued on Page 2.)

ANALYSIS OF GEODES MADE BY VAN TUYL

WILL PROPOSE A NEW THEORY ON THEIR ORIGIN

Large Collection Gathered By Van Tuyll As Making a Critical Study of Geodes

J. T. Van Tuyll, whose doctorate work in the department of geology at the state university, has received and inspected a large number of geodes, which he had collected during the past two summers. He is now making a study of those geodes, in preparing a thesis on the subject of their origin.

Geodes are found in all pillow rocks where interior walls are red and exterior walls are white. They are found in all pillow rocks but they are the most common in volcanic districts, or on the sites of ancient volcanoes. A geode is composed of quartz crystals, mixed in an amorphous gelatinous mass of a chemical nature. The gelatinous mass is formed from the seams of the geode, volcanic materials, and gases given off during the eruption of the volcano. The glassy silica is found in the form of the hard glassy void in the rock it is usually found at the center of the geode, and the quartz crystals are found in the form of thin veins, in the form of thick quartz masses, and in the form of thin sheets.

The quartz crystals are found in a great variety of forms, and can be seen at the center of the geode, and in the form of a thin sheet. The quartz crystals are found in the form of a thin sheet, and in the form of a thin sheet, and the quartz crystals are found in the form of a thin sheet.

The quartz crystals are found in a great variety of forms, and can be seen at the center of the geode, and in the form of a thin sheet. The quartz crystals are found in the form of a thin sheet, and in the form of a thin sheet, and the quartz crystals are found in the form of a thin sheet.
GEORE D. BARTH, Grocer

We have always been of the opinion that cleanliness should be the all important characteristic of a Grocery Emporium. A army of customes have come to understand this and we attribute much of our success in the Grocery Business to our efforts in this direction.

Why not buy your Groceries at the store which sells the best of everything and saves you money at the same time.

The Pure Food Emporium

6 and 8 South Dubuque Street.

LUSTY COME FOR PHOTOS

To Aldous
For More Roses...

Welcome Students At Townsend’s Studio

22 S. Clinton Street

COAL that belongs to a class of its own must be Classy Coal. I amCoaling the famous New Ohio Coal. It belongs to a class of its own. Nobody else sells it in this City. It easy to manage and burns long and clean.

C. W. THOMPSON

All the Lunch Dainties

Olives, Biscuits of All Kinds, Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

Grandrath The Busy Grocer

Phone 39 129 S. Dubuque Street

THE BIJOU

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

THE BE ANS

Concertus Novit hazard, re Connie

ABBE BROTHERS

Dime Dancers, Singing, and Ec- marce Dancing

NICK CONWAY

“Laughing Carse” Irish Comedian

EMBIDGE AND BAILLOW

Comedy Sketch, “The Lane.”

THE Only Bright Spot in Town

COULDREN THEATRE

TUESDAY, OCT. 31
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1

The Filie Classic

DANTES “INFERNO”

A REELS

The most stupendous, spectacular, super picture ever made, literally following the theme of Immortal Past in his excursions through hades.

“The Poem” is 600 years old but the pictures will last forever.—“laser Oceans.

Special lecture, special music.

Fares reduced to 30c, 50c and 75c Performance begins at 8:15.

“Try and be in at the start.”

IOWA WARHORSE REST

AFTERSOPRICE GAME

(Continued From Page 1)

same reason by removing the following by com- paring the relative showings made by Ames and Newton against Missouri.

Iowa scores against Missouri is invariable of the great development that has taken place in the sports teams of the two states.

For this week the practice is not likely to be especially hard, as the main thing now will be to develop the enemy execution of the plays already worked over, and to keep the men in good condition for the big game scheduled for next Saturday at Madison.
**Young Lady Students**

**Who want to be correctly attired—**

For Church, Theatre, Street or Social Occasions see YETTER'S fashionable display of Suits, Dresses, Coats, Furs and Waists.

The largest display of up-to-the-minute garments in Southeastern Iowa.

This is the store that sells Wooltex.

---

**SMITH**


116 Iowa Avenue

...Dental Supplies...

---

**The...**

Brickhouse...

Billiards and Pool
First Class Barber Shop

C. A. Schmitz, Proprietor

517-19 Iowa Avenue

---

**Guy Lee...**

Laundry...

117 Iowa Avenue

First Class Laundry

---

**See Our Prices**

Shirts 10c, Cuffs & Collars 6c, Cuts & Snaps 5c, Underwear 5c, Undercoats 10c

---

**LilleyUniforms**

Are made of the best quality of clothes, Perfect, Military fitting.

---

**Hats, Caps, Yerves, Shoulder, Knurds, Swords, Etc.**

---

**For Lilley**

The Call on

Wilton's, Max Eayes, Yos, Slavata, Coast & Sons, Slavata & Eppel.

---

**Reichardts**

"NUFF SED"

See "Punch" Discounted for open dates at Majestic Hall.

---

**PHILADELPHIA**

The Philosophical Club will meet tonight at Dr. Irving King's residence on the West Side. The paper will be read by Professor Carl E. Beach, the subject, "The Teaching of the Greeks in War," and "The Philosophy of Hering on Evolution." All who are interested are invited to attend.

---

**Vassar Dance at Company I, Army**

SATURDAY evening, Nov. 4, Mar­

ham & Clyde Orchestra.

---

**Finest Line of**

Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco

**Fink's Cigar Store**

---

**University Panoramic**

Buy a Membership Ticket, $1.00

For 10 Places

Phone 519

115½ S. Dubuque St.

---

**Fraternities**

Sororities

Boarding Houses

Attention!

We sell the Best GROCERIES
At Lowest Prices

Phone 395R

D. W. Coffey

519 S. Dodge St.

---

**Take a KODAK with you**

and let us finish your pictures when you return.

Brownies, $1 to $12

Kodaks, $10 to $100

We have a few bargains in second hand Cameras, for sale and for rent.

Henry Louis, Pharmacist

The Rexall and Kodak Store

124 College St.

---

**A. G. SPALDING & BROS.**

The SPALDING TRADE-MARK

Are the Largest Manufacturers of Official Equipment for all ATHLETIC SPORTS AND PASTIMES

**Quality of Guarantee**

is known throughout the world as

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.

28-30 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO
NO EDUCATED MAN OR WOMAN

will depress the fact that tailor made garments are far superior in every way to ready made.

WHY LOWEREAD THEIR new "Skill Tailor" dress. when we will tailor your garments to your order and individual measure and charge you a price no higher than that charged for ready made clothes.

WHY LOWEREAD a big advantage in high prices for tailor made clothes - WHEN WE will tailor your garments at a saving of 10 to 25 per cent against our other local tailors' prices, and we will give you the best workmanship that it is possible for money and brains to produce. If you know superior workmanship, fabric, style quality and get it at a 10 to 25, see for yourself what we are doing for our customers.

QUANTITY MEANS QUALITY ESSENCE

We show more 1911 fabrics, patterns and styles for both men and women than all other local tailors and ready made stores combined.

"PAY LESS BUT DRESS BETTER"

Tailors For

MAN AND WOMEN SHAFER & CO.

Iowa City, Iowa

Phones 794 and 801 R.

Costume Tailored Garments for Men Made to Order.

Good Light Saves The Eyes

We Furnish It...

Costs no more than methods.

IOWA CITY GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

Here's One of Our Regular Models in a good raincoat; no frills on it; just a plain, good-looking, long, roomy, everyday raincoat. The special

Hart Schaffner & Marx

rain-proofing process makes it really water-shedding, without impairing in any way the soft luxury of the all-wool fabric. It's a good kind of overcoat for every man to own.

We have rain-proofed overcoats in several of the good models. You'll find here just what you like.

Originality

in...

DANCE PROGRAMS

We Do Printing

For Particular People

Economy Advertising Company

NATURE'S OWN REMEDY

Fry's Pure Colfax Water

in bottles and jugs. Shipped only by E. C. Fry & Co. from the original Fry Mineral Springs located at Colfax, Iowa. HENRY LEWIS is manager, and J. W. MILLER BUILDING WORKS, agents for Iowa City, have the water from the Springs always on hand and will deliver promptly.

Peoples' Steam Laundry

225 Iowa Avenue

Iowa City, Iowa

Telephone Number 58

C. J. TOMS, Prop.

Make a Specialty of Students' Supplies

The Book Store at the Collegiate, College and Schools, enumerate Press. Largest School Book Store.

John T. Ries, 1 Clinton St.

IOWA CITY IN LINE

FOR STATE HONORS

WILL CONTEND WITH EASY HEIGHT AND CLINTON

overwhelming Defeat of Strong Ophill Trio Saturday Surprises Criterion of Football

Since the overwhelming defeat of theCriterion Trio on Saturday by the Iowa City team, the latter eleven has sprung into decided prominence as a strong contender for the state championship. Criterion was looked upon as one of the strong prep teams of the state, and the 5 to 2 score rolled up by Iowa City makes the latter look like one of the best teams turned out here in the past ten years, which is saying considerably when the merit of the eleaven put out at that time is considered.

At the present time, the state championship seems to lie between Iowa City,Cincinnati, last year's champ.
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